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Date

SRS Chapter 9-15 Vocabulary Quiz
convey
mesmerized

frequent
translucent

whim
captive

virtuous
pendulum

revulsion
intricately

Multiple Choice
Select the definition that most nearly defines the given word.
1.

convey
A. fascinated; absorbed all of one's attention
B. Make known; pass on, of information.
C. often repeated
D. With great detail or elaboration.

2.

revulsion
A. A person or animal captured and held against his or her will; prisoner;
B. Make known; pass on, of information.
C. violent change of feeling; disgust
D. honest, honorable, innocent, noble, righteous, wholesome

3.

virtuous
A. an object suspended from a fixed support that swings under the force of gravity
B. honest, honorable, innocent, noble, righteous, wholesome
C. sudden or unexpected notion or fanciful idea
D. Some light passes through these objects.

4.

captive
A. A person or animal captured and held against his or her will; prisoner;
B. violent change of feeling; disgust
C. sudden or unexpected notion or fanciful idea
D. often repeated

5.

whim
A. With great detail or elaboration.
B. fascinated; absorbed all of one's attention
C. Make known; pass on, of information.
D. A sudden desire.

6.

frequent
A. an object suspended from a fixed support that swings under the force of gravity
B. Some light passes through these objects.
C. A person or animal captured and held against his or her will; prisoner;
D. Occurring or appearing often; be a regular visitor to a certain place

7.

pendulum
A. Make known; pass on, of information.
B. honest, honorable, innocent, noble, righteous, wholesome
C. A sudden desire.
D. an object suspended from a fixed support that swings under the force of gravity

8.

translucent
A. Occurring or appearing often; be a regular visitor to a certain place
B. violent change of feeling; disgust
C. Some light passes through these objects.
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D. With great detail or elaboration.

9.

intricately
A. With great detail or elaboration.
B. an object suspended from a fixed support that swings under the force of gravity
C. honest, honorable, innocent, noble, righteous, wholesome
D. fascinated; absorbed all of one's attention

10.

mesmerized
A. A person or animal captured and held against his or her will; prisoner;
B. violent change of feeling; disgust
C. Attract strongly, as if with a magnet.
D. A sudden desire.

Complete the Sentence
Write the word that best completes each of the following sentences.
11.

The old man's skin was so ____ you could see his veins.

12.

Earthquakes are happening at more ____ intervals.

13.

Tracy glared at the television with ____ while watching Fear Factor.

14.

The magician kept his audience ____ with his show.

15.

I will ____ the message to the rest of the students.

16.

The ____ swings back and forth.

17.

Mrs. Allen was a ____ woman, who was always honest.

18.

The major was happy to be released after having been held ____ for two years.

19.

The silk was ____ woven.

20.

He had a ____ to visit a tropical paradise, so he booked a cruise for his family.

Answer Key
1. B
2. C
3. B
4. A
5. D
6. D
7. D

8. C
9. A
10. C
11. translucent
12. frequent
13. revulsion
14. mesmerized

15. convey
16. pendulum
17. virtuous
18. captive
19. intricately
20. whim

